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The total momentum transfer from fast electron beams, like those employed in scanning transmission
electron microscopy STEM, to plasmonic nanoparticles is calculated. The momentum transfer is obtained by
integrating the electromagnetic forces acting on the particles over time. Numerical results for single and dimer
metallic nanoparticles are presented, for sizes ranging between 2 and 80 nm. We analyze the momentum
transfer in the case of metallic dimers where the different relevant parameters such as particle size, interparticle
distance, and electron beam impact parameter are modified. It is shown that depending on the specific values
of the parameters, the total momentum transfer yields a force that can be either attractive or repulsive. The
time-average forces calculated for electron beams commonly employed in STEM are on the order of picone-
wtons, comparable in magnitude to optical forces and are thus capable of producing movement in the nano-
particles. This effect can be exploited in mechanical control of nanoparticle induced motion.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.82.235429 PACS numbers: 73.20.Mf, 68.37.Ma, 42.50.Wk, 41.75.Fr
I. INTRODUCTION
Electrons have been used since the middle of the last
century as a probe to obtain information on the nature and
properties of condensed and soft matter. Scanning transmis-
sion electron microscope STEM has been shown to be
an efficient tool to probe electronic excitations in structures
at nanometric scales.1–8 Nowadays, modern electron micro-
scopes achieve atomic resolution, with high electron energies
between 200 and 300 keV and very well focused beams,
down to 0.8–0.9 Å, renewing and stimulating the interest
in the interaction of high-energy electron beams with inter-
faces and particles.9–12 A recent and novel observation
shows that STEM can induce motion in clusters of metallic
nanoparticles.13 Electrons couple electromagnetically to the
particles, inducing surface-charge-density excitations, known
as surface plasmons,14,15 producing local fields that transfer
momentum to the particles. In the case of a single particle,
this momentum transfer depends on the impact parameter of
the electron beam, on the size of the nanoparticle, and on the
dielectric response of the material the particle is made of.16
In the case of a dimer, in addition to the interaction between
the surface-charge-density excitations induced on the particle
and the electron, the interaction between the two particles
plays an important role, generating even more localized plas-
mons between the particles17–20 which are a consequence of
the hybridization of the single-particle modes.21 These hy-
bridized modes are responsible for the electromagnetic field
enhancement present in the interparticle junction. For very
short separation distances between particles, this field en-
hancement can be extremely large20,22 and consequently the
forces acting on the particles become quite strong.
In this work, we present calculations of the total momen-
tum transfer from fast electrons to single and dimer metallic
nanoparticles in typical STEM experimental configurations.
In the case of a single particle, characterized with a dielectric
function , it is shown that the forces acting on the par-
ticle can be attractive, i.e., the particle moves toward the
electron trajectory, or repulsive, moving the particle away
from the electron trajectory, depending on the specific values
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of particle size and electron impact parameter, in agreement
with previous work.16 In the case of a metallic dimer, where
the separation distance between the particles becomes an-
other relevant parameter, it is shown that for specific values
of these parameters the interaction between the electron and
the particles can drive the two particles together we also
have observed that the particles can be driven apart for suit-
able set of parameters. The magnitude of the calculated
time-average forces acting on the nanoparticles is compa-
rable in magnitude to the laser-induced forces on the order
of piconewtons reported in previous work on metallic nano-
particle clusters, both with use of a nonretarded approach23
and a full electromagnetic approach.24,25
Several factors such as the interaction between the
particles and the supporting substrate material, charging ef-
fects, heating of the particles, etcetera, can have an effect in
the motion of particles under the influence of an electron
beam. Nevertheless, we focus here on the mechanism driven
by electromagnetic forces induced by fast electron beams
through the excitation of localized surface plasmons on the
metallic nanoparticles. We show that these forces can be
strong enough to drive particles together, yielding coales-
cence phenomenon as had been recently observed
experimentally.13
II. THEORY
The total momentum transfer P from a fast electron to a
particle in vacuum can be calculated by adding the contribu-
tions to the force produced on the particle along the electron
trajectory,26 or equivalently integrating over time the instan-
taneous force Fmect. Considering the equation for the con-
servation of momentum27 and integrating it over time, the
total momentum transfer P is given by
P = 
−
 d
dt
P mect + P EMtdt = 
−
 
S
TJr;t · dadt ,
1
where P mec is the mechanical momentum, P EM is the linear
momentum carried by the electromagnetic field, and TJr ; t is
the Maxwell stress tensor. Here S denotes a closed surface
surrounding the particle that experiences the force and da is
the differential area vector normal to the surface S, pointing
outwardly.
The term corresponding to the electromagnetic momen-
tum, P EM, does not contribute to the total momentum transfer
from the electron to the particle.28 The total momentum
transfer is therefore given by
P = 
−
 d
dt
P mectdt = 
−
 
S
TJr;t · dadt . 2
We identify now d /dtP mect as the mechanical force
Fmect and substitute in the first integral of Eq. 2 its Fou-
rier transform. We interchange the order of integration and
write
P = 
−

Fmec
−

e−itdt
d
2
= 
−

Fmecd = Fmec = 0 , 3
where we can observe that the total momentum transfer is
given by the =0 component of the Fourier transform of the
mechanical force. On the other hand, from Eq. 1, the total
momentum transfer is given by
P = 
S

−

TJr;tdt · da . 4
Considering the Fourier transform in the time domain of
the Maxwell stress tensor, one can identify the time integral
of TJr ; t inside the square brackets in Eq. 4 as the zero-
frequency component of the Maxwell stress tensor, TJr ;
=0. Thus, one can write the expression for the total momen-
tum transfer as follows:
P = Fmec = 0 = 
S
TJr; = 0 · da . 5
The Maxwell stress tensor in dyadic form, using SI system of
units,27 is given by
TJr; = 0 = 
−

TJr;tdt
= 
−
 0E r;tE r;t − 02 IJE r;t · E r;t
+ 0H r;tH r;t −
0
2
IJH r;t · H r;tdt ,
6
where E r ; t is the electric field and H r ; t is the H field.
Replacing the electric and H fields by their corresponding
Fourier transform, and using that E =E −, since E t is
a real function, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 6
becomes

−

E r;tE r;tdt =
1
2
−

E r;E r;d. 7
Since E t is a real-valued function, it is possible to show
that the product E r ;E r ; same stands for H is an
even function in , thus performing the same procedure over
the other three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 6, we
finally obtain
P = 
0
 dP
d
d , 8
where
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dP
d
=
1


S
0E r;E r; − 02 IJE r; · E r;
+ 0H r;H r; −
0
2
IJH r; · H r; · da .
9
Note that the expression inside the square brackets of Eq. 9
is not the Fourier transform of the Maxwell stress tensor, nor
the Fourier transform of the force, it is rather TJr ;=0.
Thus, as shown in Eq. 5, the total momentum transfer cor-
responds to the =0 component of TJr ;, the time average
of the instantaneous momentum transfer. In Eq. 9, E and H
stand for the total electric and magnetic field, which are
given by the sum of the external fields E ext and H ext the ones
produced by the bare electron and the induced fields E ind
and H ind,
E r; = E extr; + E indr; and
H r; = H extr; + H indr; . 10
In a plasmonic particle or dimer, the integration of the
total field will give us the total momentum transfer. The type
of response of the particle will be responsible of the type of
momentum transfer produced. We will focus on metallic par-
ticles described by a Drude-type response function, and also
on Au particles where the optical response includes both
plasmonic response and interband transitions. In a particle
presenting pure plasmonic resonances, the reaction force as
the one coming from a simple harmonic oscillator changes
sign phase as the driving force frequency is shifted through
the resonance. The reaction force is in phase below reso-
nance frequency and out of phase above the resonant fre-
quency. This effect will be clear in Drude-type particles, as
we will detail below. In more realistic particles such as gold
particles, the response of the material can present high-
frequency tails that actually govern the characteristics of the
force. In this case, it might be more proper to speak of “di-
electric” forces rather than purely “plasmonic” forces. We
will show both types of particles for completeness.
III. MOMENTUM TRANSFER OF A FAST ELECTRON
TO A SINGLE METALLIC NANOPARTICLE
First we study the momentum transfer from an electron to
a single metallic spherical nanoparticle considering two
cases: a metallic nanosphere characterized by a dielectric re-
sponse function given by the Drude model and a gold metal-
lic nanosphere characterized by an experimental bulk dielec-
tric function.29
A. Drude-type nanosphere
Let us consider the calculation of the total momentum
transfer from a fast electron to a single spherical particle in
vacuum, characterized by a dielectric response function 
given by the Drude model,
 = 1 −
p
 + i
11
with the plasma frequency p=15.1 eV and damping 
=0.15 eV simulating an aluminum particle. Let us con-
sider the particle, with a radius R, centered at the origin of
the coordinate system, and a fast electron traveling in the
proximity of the nanoparticle with velocity v	c, being c the
speed of light in vacuum, and impact parameter b, as sche-
matically shown in Fig. 1a.
The calculation of the total momentum transfer, Eq. 8,
requires the knowledge of the total electric and magnetic
fields over a closed surface surrounding the particle in order
to perform the surface integral. The total electric magnetic
field outside the particle at any point, is given by superposi-
tion of the external electric magnetic field, produced by the
bare electron, and the induced electric magnetic field pro-
duced by the induced charges and currents within the particle
see Eq. 10. The external electromagnetic fields produced
by a bare electron traveling with speed v parallel to the x
axis, with y=0 and z=z0=R+b, are given by27
E extr;
= 2
− e
v2
eix/v
 1y2 + z − z02K1 vy2 + z − z02
	yeˆy + z − z0eˆz −
i

K0 vy2 + z − z02eˆx ,
12
zˆ

in

0
R
b
xˆ
yˆ
e

v
(b)
zˆ

in

0
R
1
b
xˆ
yˆ
e

v
d
R
2

in
(a)
FIG. 1. Color online Schematic representation of a fast elec-
tron moving with speed v and impact parameter b with respect to:
a single polarizable particle and b dimer of polarizable particles
separated by a distance d. in is the dielectric function characteriz-
ing each particle and 0 is the dielectric function of vacuum.
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H extr; = 2
− e
vc
eix/v
y2 + z − z02
K1 vy2 + z − z02
	− z − z0eˆy + yeˆz , 13
where −e is the electric charge of the electron, 
=1 /1− v2 /c2. Here K0 and K1 are the modified Bessel
functions of order zero and one, respectively.30 The electro-
magnetic induced fields can be obtained by solving Max-
well’s equations, using extended Mie theory to obtain ana-
lytical expressions for the fields near a single spherical
scatterer. The procedure to obtain the expressions consists in
expressing the electromagnetic fields in all regions of space
in terms of a spherical basis centered at the sphere, and by
imposing standard boundary conditions on the surface of the
sphere the coefficients of the induced fields can be calcu-
lated. An alternative but equivalent formalism based on writ-
ing the fields in terms of scalar functions was developed
previously.31 The explicit expressions of the electromagnetic
fields are detailed in the Appendix.
We consider the case of a small particle of radius
R=1 nm and calculate the differential momentum transfer
per unit frequency, dP /d see Eq. 9, as a function of the
frequency.32 In this way, we are able to observe directly the
main components and sign of the differential momentum
transfer that contributes to the total momentum transfer in
frequency space, that is, we obtain spectral information of
the particle response to the broadband probing electron. The
validity of the dielectric formalism for such small particles
has been proven to be adequate in similar nanoparticle sizes
silver particles of size down to 1–2 nm with extremely
good agreement between the energy of the plasmon losses
theoretically calculated within the dielectric formalism and
the energy loss peaks experimentally obtained in electron-
energy-loss spectroscopy.2,9,33,34 The total momentum trans-
fer is a vector but due to the symmetry of the problem there
is no momentum transfer in the y component see Fig. 1a.
In Fig. 2a we show dPx /d as a function of the frequency,
that is, the x component the longitudinal component along
the electron trajectory of the differential momentum transfer
per unit frequency, for several impact parameters between
b=0.5 and 10 nm. We observe that the dipolar plasmon mode
l=1, located at 

p /38.72 eV, is the most effi-
ciently excited mode, but a quadrupolar, l=2, 

9.55 eV and octopolar, l=3, 
9.89 eV plasmon
modes can also be distinguished, particularly for the closest
impact parameter b=0.5 nm. In the inset of Fig. 2a we
show the total momentum transfer in the x direction as a
function of the impact parameter b, obtained after integration
for each impact parameter b see Eq. 8. For large values of
b, the electromagnetic fields produced by the fast electron
excite poorly the surface plasmon modes of the sphere, and
there is practically no momentum transfer to the particle.
However, as the electron passes closer to the particle, the
momentum transfer increases monotonically and quickly,
particularly for impact parameters b5 nm.
The differential momentum transfer per unit frequency
along the z component, dPz /d, which corresponds to the
direction perpendicular to the electron trajectory, is shown in
Fig. 2b as a function of frequency for the same range of
values of the impact parameter as in Fig. 2a. We observe
that the spectral structure of dPz /d corresponds to a super-
position of several resonant modes, each one having a
Lorentzian derivative shape see Fig. 2b. Each resonant
mode corresponds to a plasmon mode, thus in Fig. 2b we
can clearly distinguish the excitation of three lower plasmon
modes indicated in Fig. 2b by the first three black arrows,
from left to right. For each plasmon mode l the contribution
to the momentum transfer of frequencies lower than the reso-
nance frequency l is positive or, in other words, these con-
tributions to the momentum transfer induce an attractive
force between the electron and the particle. For frequencies
larger than l the momentum transfer produces a repulsive
force. Here by the term attractive we want to stress that the
particle will move toward the electron trajectory positive
direction of z axis, while by the term repulsive we denote
that the particle will move away from the electron trajectory
negative direction of z axis. This response is similar to the
dispersive coupling in a harmonic oscillator with l at-
tractive and l repulsive. The line shape of the momen-
tum transfer spectrum corresponding to the excitation of the
plasmon modes can be understood by looking at the analyti-
cal expression of the transverse force in the case of a nonre-
tarded electromagnetic interaction,35 which depends only on
the real part of the l polarizability,
F 	 Rel = Re
 1 − ll + l + 1 . 14
Substituting the Drude dielectric function, Eq. 11, into Eq.
14 and plotting it as a function of the frequency, exhibits
the same Lorentzian derivative shape around the modes, as
the ones shown in Fig. 2b. Even if Eq. 14 is a quasistatic
approach of the transverse force that serves to understand in
simple terms the spectral line shape around the resonances, it
is important to stress that all the calculations presented in
this work are performed by fully solving Maxwell’s equa-
tions, therefore, in a full electrodynamical treatment includ-
ing retardation effects. Integrating over the frequency the
contribution of all plasmon modes which has to be done
very carefully due the fine cancellations between positive
and negative contributions, we obtain the total momentum
transfer for each impact parameter b. In this way, it is pos-
sible to know if the total interaction between the electron and
the particle will be attractive or repulsive.
We show the z component of the total momentum transfer
as a function of the impact parameter b, shown as an inset in
Fig. 2b, where we observe that for large impact parameters
there is practically no momentum transfer. The total momen-
tum transfer increases slowly as the electron trajectory ap-
proaches to the particle, up to a maximum located around
b1 nm. For smaller impact parameters the momentum
transfer decreases abruptly, changing sign and becoming re-
pulsive. In Figs. 2a and 2b, we can observe that dPx /d
longitudinal component tends to zero in the limit →0,
while dPz /d transverse component tends to a constant
value, in a good agreement with previous reports on the lon-
gitudinal force experienced by fast electrons near
interfaces26,35 and small particles.16 Both the multipolar na-
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ture of the excitations at small impact parameter and the full
retarded description of the interaction are involved in the
result of a repulsive force negative sign. Variations in the
swift electron velocity v within the range of the typical en-
ergies used in STEM experiments do change the magnitude
of the momentum transfer a few times larger for smaller
velocities but do not modify the main features of attraction
and repulsion of the forces induced. However, for very low
electron velocities, spectral changes in the momentum trans-
fer can be observed with positive net force even for small
impact parameters. In this case, the effect of retardation in
the multipolar response is reduced.
To understand and corroborate the nature of each plasmon
mode in Figs. 2a and 2b, we display the magnitude of the
induced electric near field around the spherical particle, for
the frequencies of the modes indicated by arrows in Fig.
2b. We select an impact parameter b=0.5 nm as represen-
tative of a very-close trajectory. The four contour plots of the
near field, shown in Fig. 3, correspond to the induced electric
field in the x=0 plane, i.e., in the YZ plane perpendicular to
the electron trajectory indicated by a black arrow in each of
the four near-field plots in Fig. 3 and intersecting the center
of the nanoparticle. In addition to the contour plot, a projec-
tion of the field in the YZ plane is displayed on top of each
graph for a better appreciation of the distribution of the in-
duced electric field around the particle. The top-left plot in
Fig. 3 corresponds to a frequency of 
=8.72 eV, where the
lower energy plasmon mode is located see Fig. 2b. The
spatial distribution of the near field confirms that this mode
is indeed a dipolar plasmon mode. This is in a good agree-
ment with the theoretical prediction of the l modes for a
small spherical particle, located at frequencies l
=pl / 2l+1, where l=1 corresponds to the dipolar plas-
mon mode. The quadrupolar plasmon mode is located at

=9.55 eV when l=2, consistent with the position of the
mode in Fig. 2b, and also consistent with the induced field
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FIG. 2. Color online Fre-
quency contribution to a x and
b z components of the momen-
tum transfer from the fast electron
to a single Drude-type spherical
particle of radius R=1 nm, for
different impact parameters b. In-
set: a x and b z components of
the total momentum transfer as a
function of the impact parameter
b. The dashed line is a guide to
the eyes.
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pattern shown in the top right of Fig. 3 with four clear peaks
around the particle. At a frequency of 
=9.89 eV, corre-
sponding to l=3, the identification of the octopolar plasmon
mode in the near-field plot see bottom-left plot in Fig. 3 is
not so straightforward, due to the superposition of higher
multipolar plasmon modes that lie very close in energy. The
planar surface plasmon mode s=p /2 which corresponds
to the limit l→ is located at 
=10.68 eV in aluminum.
It is possible to observe in the bottom-right plot in Fig. 3
how the induced electric field is concentrated in a small re-
gion closer to the electron trajectory, consistent with the
high-order multipolar nature of this peak.
To evaluate the strength of the forces for different particle
sizes, we also study the case of a larger spherical particle of
radius R=40 nm. We also characterized the particle by a
Drude-type dielectric function with the same parameters p
=15.1 eV and =0.15 eV. The particle is centered at the
origin of the coordinate system and surrounded by vacuum.
We assume a fast electron traveling with the same velocity v.
The differential momentum transfer per unit frequency along
the x component, dPx /d longitudinal component, for the
R=40 nm Drude-type spherical particle, is shown in Fig.
4a. Compared with the small particle case, it can be ob-
served that more plasmon modes are activated and that the
dipolar plasmon mode is not longer the most efficiently ex-
cited mode.15 In this case, the higher order larger energy
plasmon modes have an important contribution to the mo-
mentum transfer. One can also see in Fig. 4a that, while the
lower plasmon modes give contribution along the particle
direction to the total momentum transfer positive sign in the
spectrum, higher multipolar modes give a contribution in
the contrary direction negative sign in the spectrum. Inte-
grating to all frequencies we obtain the total momentum
transfer for each impact parameter b, shown in the inset of
Fig. 4a. For large impact parameters there is practically no
momentum transfer, but as the electron gets closer to the
particle, the momentum transfer increases quickly, in a simi-
lar way as in the small particle case see Fig. 2a. However,
in the case of a big particle, we observe that the momentum
transfer along the particle trajectory reaches a maximum lo-
cated at around b2 nm and then decreases rapidly for
closer impact parameters. The momentum transfer along the
x component remains always positive, or in terms of the
interaction, the particle is always pushed along the electron
trajectory. Compared with the small particle case, the mo-
mentum transfer in this case R=40 nm is around one order
of magnitude larger.
The z component transverse to the electron trajectory of
the differential momentum transfer per unit frequency,
dPz /d, for the big particle case R=40 nm is shown in
Fig. 4b. As for the x component see Fig. 4a, the higher
order plasmon modes are excited very efficiently, and simi-
larly, the lower energy modes give an attractive contribution
to the total momentum transfer while the higher energy
modes give a repulsive contribution. This behavior can be
understood as a superposition of a Lorentzian derivativelike
shape for each plasmon mode, overlapping the negative re-
gion for frequencies larger than the frequency l of each
mode l, with the positive region of the subsequent mode, for
frequencies below l+1. The plasmon modes are located
closer to each other as l increases, therefore when these
higher energy plasmon modes are excited, i.e., when there is
large density of states of these higher energy modes, the
negative region overcomes the value of the positive region of
the next mode. Even though more plasmon modes are acti-
vated, the total momentum transfer as a function of the im-
pact parameter see inset of Fig. 4b shows a similar be-
havior although smoother as in the small particle case see
inset of Fig. 2b, i.e., for large impact parameters there is
practically no momentum transfer, and it increases slowly as
the electron trajectory gets closer to the particle. A maximum
for the momentum transfer is reached at around b6 nm
for the big particle case, then the momentum transfer de-
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FIG. 3. Color online Three-
dimensional 3D plot and 2D
projection on top, of the magni-
tude of the induced electric field
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creases rapidly for smaller impact parameters, becoming re-
pulsive for very small impact parameters b3 nm. Nu-
merically, the momentum transfer in the z component for this
case R=40 nm is around three orders of magnitude larger
than the small particle case. We also calculate the induced
electric near field around the particle R=40 nm, for the
two frequencies indicated by an arrow in Fig. 4b impact
parameter b=0.5 nm. The near-field plots shown in Fig.
4c, correspond to the induced electric field in the YZ plane
perpendicular to the electron trajectory indicated by a black
arrow in each of the two near-field plots in Fig. 4c. The
two-dimensional 2D projection of the induced near field in
the YZ plane is displayed on the top of their respective con-
tour plots. From the near-field spatial distribution of the
lowest-energy dipolar plasmon mode at 
=8.49 eV see
left-hand side in Fig. 4c, it is difficult to identify the nature
of the plasmon mode. The reason for this is that the electric
field cannot excite efficiently the dipolar mode that also in-
volves the excitation of the farthest side of the particle, op-
posite to the electron trajectory. The plasmon modes are red-
shifted see Fig. 4b for large particles with respect to those
in the small particles see Fig. 2b due to the effect of
retardation. At the energy of the planar surface plasmon
mode, 
=10.68 eV, it is possible to observe a strong lo-
calization of the induced electric field in the region nearby
the electron trajectory see right-hand side in Fig. 4c, simi-
lar to the small particle case bottom-right plot in Fig. 3.
The strength of the induced field for this higher order mode
is about one order of magnitude larger than the strength of
the induced field associated with the dipolar mode. The val-
ues for both dPx /d→0 and dPz /d→constant in the limit
of →0 can also be observed in this case. Interestingly, the
longitudinal component of the momentum transfer also pre-
sents a negative contribution at the position of the planar
surface plasmon s10.68 eV, similarly to the transverse
component. This is an effect of the higher order multipoles.
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FIG. 4. Color online Fre-
quency contribution to a x and
b z components of the momen-
tum transfer from the fast electron
to a single Drude-type spherical
particle of radius R=40 nm, for
different impact parameters b. In-
set: a x and b z components of
the total momentum transfer as a
function of the impact parameter
b. The dashed line is a guide to
the eyes. c 3D plot and 2D pro-
jection on top, of the magnitude of
the induced electric field in the vi-
cinity of a Drude-type particle of
radius R=40 nm, with an impact
parameter of the electron trajec-
tory indicated by a black arrow
of b=0.5 nm, for two selected
values of the frequency denoted
by arrows in b.
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B. Gold nanoparticle
To apply the concept of attractive and repulsive range of
impact parameters in a realistic situation, let us consider a
single small gold nanoparticle of radius R=1 nm. We calcu-
late the differential momentum transfer per unit frequency
for both x longitudinal and z transverse directions for dif-
ferent impact parameters between b=0.3 nm and b=2 nm,
as shown in Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. We use the bulk
experimental data29 for the dielectric response of gold. This
response includes damping and has been shown to be good
for particles down to 1 nm. Below 1 nm, a more complex
behavior that involves nonlocal effects and size-dependent
damping can be expected but this goes beyond the scope
of the present work. Both components of the momentum
transfer, x and z, have a very different frequency behavior
compared to the Drude-type particle case due to the more
complex spectral response of gold driven by interband tran-
sitions. Here the plasmon modes are not so clearly identified
and, for example, in the transverse component of the mo-
mentum transfer, the Lorentzian derivativelike shape dis-
played in Drude-type particle case is lost. The contribution to
the total momentum transfer of the low-frequency modes, in
this case is not the most relevant. The momentum transfer
along the direction of the electron trajectory x component is
dominated by excitations of energy between 10 and 60 eV,
while in the case of the z component, we can observe that the
low-energy modes, less than 25 eV, gives an attractive con-
tribution to the total momentum transfer, and for larger fre-
quencies the contribution is dominantly repulsive. We also
observe that, for both x and z components, it is necessary to
integrate up to very high energies in the frequency domain to
obtain the total momentum transfer. Nevertheless, the total
momentum transfer as a function of the impact parameter b
for both x and z components, behaves in a similar way to the
small Drude-type particle case, with values of around one
order of magnitude larger for the gold case. For the x com-
ponent longitudinal, the total momentum transfer as a func-
tion of the impact parameter b shown as an inset in Fig.
5a, increases monotonically as the electron gets closer to
the particle, while for the z component, shown as an inset in
Fig. 5b, there is a maximum located around b1 nm as
in the small Drude-type spherical particle, see Fig. 2b and
then a rapid decrease for smaller impact parameters, chang-
ing sign and becoming repulsive as the electron trajectory
gets closer to the particle. In Fig. 5c we show two near-
field plots for the induced electric field, for selected frequen-
cies as indicated by arrows in Fig. 5b. For the low-energy
plasmon mode, 
=2.3 eV, it is not possible to identify the
nature of the plasmon mode since several surface modes pile
up around this energy value. For larger energy 
=38 eV,
we observe a strong localization of the field in the region
closer to the electron trajectory. Finally, as a general trend,
we can conclude that the momentum transfer for metallic
particles with large electron impact parameters pulls the par-
ticle toward the electron beam, whereas for closer impact
parameters, where higher order multipole modes are excited,
the particle is pushed away from the electron beam.
IV. MOMENTUM TRANSFER IN
A NANOPARTICLE DIMER
We analyze now the effects of the presence of a second
particle in the momentum transfer. In the case of an electron
beam passing near a metallic dimer, we consider the geom-
etry depicted in Fig. 1b, consisting of two identical spheri-
cal particles characterized by a Drude-type dielectric func-
tion. We study two cases: a dimer of two small particles and
a dimer of two big particles. As a realistic situation, we also
consider a gold dimer. We calculate the momentum transfer
to the top particle of the dimer closest one to the electron
beam, following a similar strategy as in the one single-
particle case. The fast electron produces the external field
expressions introduced in the previous section that induces
surface charges and currents at the surface of the particles.
We focus on the top particle since the momentum transferred
to the bottom particle furthest one with respect to the elec-
tron beam is much smaller in magnitude due to the larger
distance to the electron beam. The coalescence effect there-
fore will be governed basically by the force on the top par-
ticle. Due to the complexity of the dimer geometry, we cal-
culate numerically the induced fields around the particles
with use of the boundary element method.36,37 We explore
the momentum transfer as a function of the impact parameter
b and also as a function of the separation distance between
the particles in the dimer, d. We also analyzed the effect of
the size of particles in this dimer configuration.
A. Drude-type nanoparticle dimer
We study first the case of two identical small particles in
a dimer configuration, as shown in Fig. 1b. The radii are
R=1 nm and the particles are separated by a distance d
=0.25 nm. We consider the dimer embedded in vacuum and
both particles characterized by the Drude response see Eq.
11 with p=15.1 eV and =0.15 eV. We calculate nu-
merically the electromagnetic fields self-consistently, i.e.,
considering the interactions between the electron and the two
particles in the dimer, and calculate the momentum transfer
from the electron to the top particle in the dimer see Fig.
1b. The results of dPx /d longitudinal component and
dPz /d transverse component as a function of , for sev-
eral impact parameters in the range b=0.5–10 nm, are
shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively. The momentum
transfer is calculated for the top particle, highlighted with a
solid thick circle in the insets of both Figs. 6a and 6b.
For dPx /d as a function of  see Fig. 6a, we observe
a similar behavior as in the case of a single small Drude
sphere see Fig. 2a, but a more complex modal structure
and a redshift of the positions of the resonances is present
due to hybridization of the modes of the two spheres. For
example, the lowest-energy resonance for the single-particle
case is located around 
=8.72 eV, while for the dimer it is
located around 
=7.4 eV, which is a hybridized bonding
plasmon localized at the junction between the two
spheres.17,20,21 The momentum transfer to the top particle in
the dimer, obtained after integration over all frequencies, is
plotted as a function of the impact parameter b, and shown as
an inset in Fig. 6a, exhibiting a similar behavior as for the
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FIG. 5. Color online Frequency contribution to a x and b z components of the momentum transfer from the fast electron to a single
gold spherical particle of radius R=1 nm, for different impact parameters b. Inset: a x and b z components of the total momentum transfer
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one small single-particle case, i.e., a monotonic decrease in
momentum transfer as the electron gets further from the
dimer. However, the spectra for the transverse component,
along the direction of the dimer axis, dPz /d see Fig. 6b
presents a totally different trend, compared to the case of a
small single particle. In this case, the resonances, though
redshifted, do not exhibit a Lorentzian derivativelike shape
and the contribution to the momentum transfer is repulsive at
practically all frequencies. This functional dependence has
an impact in the momentum transferred to the top particle, as
a function of the impact parameter see inset in Fig. 6b,
where we observe that the interaction between the electron
and the top particle is repulsive for all impact parameters
considered. It is clear that in this case, the generation of the
bonding dimer modes associated with the dimer interaction
governs the physics of the momentum transfer. We can ana-
lyze deeper the nature of the modes excited in this case. In
Fig. 6c, we show two near-field plots of the magnitude of
the induce electric field around the two spheres, for selected
frequencies marked by the arrows in the spectrum of Fig.
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6b. For the plasmon mode located at 
=7.4 eV, the near-
field plot see left plot in Fig. 6c shows a strong interac-
tion between the two particles, that is, a strong enhancement
of the induced electric field in the space between the two
particles. This is a fingerprint of a bonding dimer plasmon
that is very effectively excited as a consequence of the prox-
imity of the two spheres, piling up charge density at the
dimers cavity. For higher frequencies, close to the planar
surface plasmon 
=10.68 eV, the field is concentrated in
the region close to the electron trajectory due to the delocal-
ization of these higher energy modes.
Since the main features in a dimer are determined by the
bonding plasmons formed at the cavity, one can expect a
smaller dependence of the sign of the force as a function of
impact parameter. In Fig. 7, we compare the total momentum
transfer in the direction transverse to the electron trajectory
for the single-particle case and the top particle in the dimer
radii R=1 nm as a function of electron impact parameter.
We can clearly see the effect of locating a second particle
below: in the case of one single particle, the interaction be-
tween the electron and the particle is repulsive only for ex-
tremely close electron trajectories. When placing a second
particle below, the interaction between the top particle and
the electron becomes repulsive for all the impact parameters
considered. The effect of the presence of a second particle
below is to pull the top particle down, toward the bottom
particle, thanks to the excitation of bonding dimer plasmons
localized in the cavity between both particles. This effect can
be qualitatively understood by considering this induced
charge associated with the bonding mode at the gap, which
present opposite charges on adjacent spheres. Furthermore,
in the quantitative analysis of the effect, it is remarkable that
for the closest impact parameter b=0.5 nm, the momentum
transfer in the dimer case due to the presence of the bottom
particle is four orders of magnitude more repulsive than for
the case of a single particle.
To activate higher order modes within the cavity, we also
consider the case of larger identical particles in a dimer con-
figuration, with radius R=40 nm and separation distance
d=1 nm. We calculate the differential momentum transfer
to the top particle in the dimer per unit frequency along
both directions dPx /d and dPz /d, shown in Figs. 8a and
8b, respectively. For the x component in Fig. 8a simi-
larly to the small dimer, a more complicated structure of the
modes modes pile up can be observed when compared with
the case of a big single particle see Fig. 4a, alternating the
sign between the contribution of each plasmonic mode. Due
to the size of the particles, the lower energy hybridized
modes in the system are not efficiently excited, thus in this
case the redshift of the modes is harder to observe. Integrat-
ing the contribution to all frequencies, we obtain the momen-
tum transfer Px to the top particle in the dimer as a function
of the impact parameter b inset of Fig. 8a. showing a
similar behavior as for the single-particle case. This means
that the high-order modes responsible for the longitudinal
force in large particles are very similar both for single par-
ticles and particles in dimers due to their delocalization.
Moreover, quantitatively the momentum transfer for both
cases: single particle and top particle in the dimer see Figs.
4a and 8a, is of the same order of magnitude, and we can
see that in both cases the maximum of intensity of the mo-
mentum transfer as a function of the impact parameter is
reached at around b=2 nm. This implies that the presence of
the second particle is not relevant for the longitudinal mo-
mentum transfer in big particles. For the z component see
Fig. 8b, we also observe a more complicated dependence
on frequency of dPz /d, in comparison with the single-
particle case, and the redshift of the modes is also hard to
observe in the spectrum. However, the high-energy modes
still contribute with negative sign attractive force between
particles to the momentum transfer. The momentum transfer
Pz to the top particle in the dimer as a function of the impact
parameter b, inset in Fig. 8b, shows relevant differences
between the dimer and single-particle cases: in the case of
the dimer, the momentum transfer results in a repulsive force
between top particle and electron attractive force between
particles for all impact parameters considered while in the
single-particle case the force between particle and electron
becomes repulsive only for impact parameters smaller than
3.5 nm. We also notice that there is no significant difference
in magnitude between the total momentum transfer of one
single-particle and dimer cases, in contrast with the small
particle calculations, meaning that there is an overall smaller
influence of the bonding localized plasmons in large par-
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ticles, as expected. In Fig. 8c we plot the magnitude of the
induced field around the particles for two frequencies
marked by arrows in Fig. 8b. For low frequency 

=8.8 eV left plot in Fig. 8c, we observe a strong local-
ization of the field in the gap between the two particles,
revealing a strong interaction between the spheres, whereas
in the region near to the electron trajectory there is a weak
confinement of the field. On the other hand, in the case of the
planar surface plasmon mode at 
s=10.68 eV, shown on
the right-hand side of Fig. 8c, the localization is intense
nearby the electron trajectory, and disappears in between the
particles.
The effect of placing a second sphere below the top par-
ticle can be clearly observed when we compare the total
momentum transfer in the transverse direction for a single-
particle and for the dimer cases R=40 nm, in Fig. 9. The
effect is similar to the case of small particles see Fig. 7,
even though in this case there is no such large difference in
the magnitude of the momentum transfer. A key point to
understand this is that for large particles R=40 nm the
fields produced by the electron are mainly high-order modes
localized in the proximity of the electron trajectory when the
electron passes near the particle, thus no significant charge
density is generated in the other side of the big particle cav-
ity and therefore diminishing the effect of the presence of a
second particle.
In general, we can conclude that the effect of placing a
particle close to another particle is to pull the top particle
toward the bottom particle. This conclusion is based in the
results of comparisons between the single-particle and the
dimer cases see Fig. 7 for small particles and Fig. 9 for large
particles. As pointed out, the intensities of the momentum
transfer present very different values between one single par-
ticle and dimer for the small particles case while it is of the
same order of magnitude for large particles.
It is well known that the hybridization of the modes of
single particles depends on the separation distance d, there-
fore this is a relevant parameter governing the excitation of
surface modes in particle dimers.17,20 To show this effect, we
consider the case of two big spherical particles of radius R
=40 nm and modify the separation distance within the range
d=0.3–10 nm, for three different electron impact param-
eters: b=0.5, 5, and 40 nm. We show the results for the
momentum transfer to the top particle in a dimer along the z
direction transverse direction in Fig. 10, for these three
different impact parameters, as a function of the separation
distance between the particles, d. The impact parameter b
establishes the sign of the force for the single-particle case.
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=1 nm. Dashed lines are a guide to the eyes.
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This limit has been represented as a horizontal line for each
impact parameter considered in Fig. 10. As the separation
distance between particles d decreases, the momentum trans-
ferred to the top particle becomes more negative, i.e., more
repulsion between the top particle and the electron is pro-
duced, pushing the top particle more intensely toward the
bottom one see red dashed lines in Fig. 10. In this way, it is
possible even to switch the sign of the force by approaching
a second particle change from positive to negative values in
Fig. 10. These results confirm the possibility to control the
force induced at a particle by the combined design of elec-
tron impact parameter and separation distance between par-
ticles, as Fig. 10 demonstrates.
B. Gold dimer
We consider now the situation of a dimer made of gold
nanoparticles, as a realistic and experimentally available ma-
terial. We calculate the momentum transfer from the electron
to the top particle in the dimer. We consider the geometry
shown in Fig. 1b with two identical gold particles of radius
R=1 nm in vacuum and separated by a distance of d
=0.25 nm. We analyze several impact parameters of the
electron beam in the range of b=0.3–10 nm. The plots for
both x longitudinal and z transverse directions of the dif-
ferential momentum transfer per unit frequency for the top
particle are shown in Figs. 11a and 11b, respectively. We
observe that both dPx /d and dPz /d show a similar behav-
ior to that in the case of a single gold particle Figs. 5a and
5b, however a richer modal structure in the range of 0–20
eV can be appreciated in the spectrum for this dimer case,
with noticeable differences in the intensity of the low-energy
plasmon mode at 
2.5 eV. For the momentum transfer
to the top particle in the x direction as a function of the
impact parameter b, similar trends can be observed for one
single particle inset in Fig. 5a and for the dimer case
inset in Fig. 11a. On the contrary, for the z component
there are evident differences in the intensity of the momen-
tum transfer as a function of the impact parameter b inset in
Fig. 11b, even though the dependence of dPz /d on 
exhibits small differences compared with the single-particle
case see Fig. 5b. For all impact parameters considered in
the dimer case, the momentum transfer along the perpendicu-
lar direction to the electron trajectory on the top particles is
always negative, that is, the top particle will tend to move
toward the bottom particle in all cases for these external
trajectories. In order to clarify the differences in the momen-
tum transfer along the z component between the single and
dimer cases, we show in Fig. 12 the momentum transfer Pz
as a function of b for both gold single particles and gold
dimers. While for the single-particle case there is a maxi-
mum of attractive interaction between the particle and the
electron at around b=0.7 nm, becoming repulsive for
smaller impact parameters, in the case of the dimer, the in-
teraction on the top particle is always repulsive with respect
to the electron trajectory, pushing the top particle toward the
bottom particle.
We also calculate near-field plots of the magnitude of the
induced electric field around the particles, shown in Fig.
11c, for two selected frequencies that present resonance
peaks denoted by arrows in Fig. 11b. For the lower energy
plasmon mode 
=2.3 eV see left plot in Fig. 11c, we
observe that the fields are concentrated both in the gap be-
tween the two particles showing a strong interaction be-
tween the spheres and in the region close to the electron
trajectory marked by an arrow. For very high-energy values
as 
=38 eV see right plot in Fig. 11c, the field concen-
trates mainly in the zone closer to the electron trajectory and
there is practically no field between the two particles, show-
ing a weak interaction between the spheres.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the momentum transfer from a fast elec-
tron to a metallic particle, considering spherical particles
made of two different materials: aluminum and gold. Two
different configurations have been highlighted, a single par-
ticle and dimers, to explore how the presence of the second
particle modifies the momentum transfer of the top particle,
due to the generation of bonding dimer plasmons that local-
ize strongly at the dimers cavity modifying the movement of
the particle when the electron beam triggers out these modes.
The relevant parameters in the problem: radii of the particle,
impact parameter of the electron, and separation distance be-
tween particles in the dimer have been analyzed in detail and
different behaviors on the motion of the particles have been
obtained for different parameter ranges. We can conclude
that, in general, the interaction between the particle and the
electron is attractive for large values of the impact parameter
dipolarlike excitation but the interaction becomes repulsive
for close impact parameters population of higher order mul-
tipolar excitations.
Comparing a single particle characterized by a Drude-
type response with a gold particle, the momentum transfer
along the electron trajectory shows practically the same
trends for both cases and for all impact parameters consid-
ered, despite the fact that the dependence of the differential
momentum transfer in the x direction is completely different
on going from Drude particles to Au particles. For the z
component perpendicular to the electron trajectory, the mo-
mentum transfer as a function of the impact parameter dis-
plays a maximum of intensity of attractive momentum trans-
fer particle toward the electron and for smaller impact
parameters, the particle-electron interaction becomes repul-
sive. The behavior for both materials considered is similar so
one can conclude that these are common features to all me-
tallic particles. The maximum attractive intensity of the
momentum transfer in the z direction for both cases Drude-
type and gold particles is located around the same value of
the impact parameter and it is directly related with the size of
the particle. However, the intensity of the transfer is around
one order of magnitude bigger for the case of gold particles
due to the contribution of high-energy excitations that con-
tribute to the momentum transfer.
Generally speaking, the effect of placing a second particle
in the proximity of a single metallic particle is to pull the top
particle down toward the bottom particle for external elec-
tron trajectories on the top. We have clearly identified this
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FIG. 11. Color online Frequency contribution to a x and b z components of the momentum transfer from the fast electron to a top
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effect in Drude-type dimers for both small and large particles
for all external impact parameters b considered. This effect
differs substantially from the single-particle case where the
momentum transfer changes in sign as b is modified. Similar
trends have been obtained in gold dimers.
We have shown that the relevant parameters such as the
size and material of the particles and the separation distance
between particles in the dimer, determine the value of the
impact parameter at which the transition between an attrac-
tive and repulsive interaction occurs. This effect allows for
the pulling or pushing of nanoparticles with the fast electron
beam on demand and opens the possibility of manipulating
and assembling nanoscale objects. Further work can involve
the movement of the probe to other symmetry positions: be-
tween the two spheres, at a similar impact parameter, or on
the line of symmetry to the side of the spheres, for example.
This situation might trigger out the excitation of symmetric
plasmon modes that could push the spheres away from each
other. The substrate effect should also be considered in a
twofold manner: on one hand, the induced fields might be
slightly modified due to the presence of the substrate even
though the main trends will prevail, and on the other hand,
cohesion forces between substrate and the particles might
establish threshold values for the forces to be actually able to
move the particles. Different substrates can present different
thresholds that might be suitable for slowing down the mo-
tion of the particles allowing direct observation of the par-
ticle dynamics. As a summary, electron beams might be an
extremely promising tool to manipulate and move some of
the tiniest particles of the nanoworld on demand.
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APPENDIX: ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
OF A FAST ELECTRON NEARBY A SINGLE
SPHERICAL PARTICLE
Following the formalism developed in Ref. 31 where
atomic units are used: e=m=
=1 we can write Eqs. 12
and 13 in terms of a spherical basis. The components of the
external electric field E extr ; in spherical coordinates Eext
r
,
Eext

, and Eext
 are given by
Eext
r r; =
− 2i
c2

l=1
 jlkr
kr m=−l
l
Bl,mKmvYl,m, , A1
Eext
 r; =
4iv
c3

l=1

jlkr 
m=−l
l
m2
ll + 1
Al,m
+ KmvYl,m,sin  + 2ic2 l=1
 l + 1 jlkrkr − jl+1kr
	
m=−l
l
Bl,m
ll + 1
Kmvl + 1cos sin  Yl,m, − l − m + 1sin  l,ml+1,mYl+1,m, , A2
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FIG. 12. Color online Comparison of total
momentum transfer along z direction as a func-
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ticle in a dimer of small R=1 nm gold identical
particles separated by a distance d=0.25 nm.
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Eext
 r; =
4v
c3

l=1

jlkr 
m=−l
l
m
ll + 1
Al,m
+ Kmvl + 1cos sin  Yl,m,− l − m + 1sin  l,ml+1,mYl+1,m,
+
2
c2

l=1
 l + 1 jlkrkr − jl+1kr m=−l
l
m
ll + 1
Bl,mKmvYl,m,sin  , A3
while the components of the external magnetic field H extr ; are
Hext
r r; =
− 4iv
c3

l=1
 jlkr
kr m=−l
l
mAl,m
+ KmvYl,m, , A4
Hext
 r; =
− 2i
c2

l=1

jlkr 
m=−l
l
m
l + 1
Bl,mKmvYl,m,sin 
+
4iv
c3

l=1
 l + 1 jlkrkr − jl+1kr m=−l
l
m
ll + 1
Al,m
+ Kmvl + 1cos sin  Yl,m, − l − m + 1sin  l,ml+1,m, ,
A5
Hext
 r; =
4v
c3

l=1
 l + 1 jlkrkr − jl+1kr m=−l
l
m2
ll + 1
Al,m
+ KmvYl,m,sin 
−
2
c2

l=1

jlkr 
m=−l
l
Bl,m
ll + 1
Kmvl + 1cos sin  Yl,m, − l − m + 1sin  l,ml+1,mYl+1,m, , A6
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, i=−1, v is the
speed of the electron, jl is the spherical Bessel function of
first kind, k= /c is the magnitude of the wave vector in
vacuum, Km is the modified Bessel function of order m,
=1 /1− v /c2, Yl,m are the spherical harmonics, and  is
the distance from the origin to the beam position, i.e., =a
+b, with a the radius of the spherical particle and b the
impact parameter. The conventions for the special functions
used here are defined in Ref. 30.
The coefficients Al,m
+ are given by31
Al,m
+
=
1
l+1

j=m
l
il−j2l + 1!!l,m
 j2 jl − j!j − m/2!j + m/2! Ij,l−j
l,m
,
A7
where
l,m =2l + 14 l − m!l + m! A8
and the numbers Ij,l−j
l,m are calculated using the recurrence
relation
l − mIi1,i2
l,m
= 2l − 1Ii1,i2+1
l−1,m
− l + m − 1Ii1,i2
l−2,m
, A9
with the starting values being Ii1,i2
m−1,m
=0, Ii1,i2
m−2,m
=0, and
Ii1,i2
m,m
= − 1m2m − 1!B i1 + m + 22 , i2 + 12  i2 even0 i2 odd,
A10
where B is the beta function.30 The coefficients Bl,m are given
in terms of the coefficients Al,m,
Bl,m = Al,m+1
+ l + m + 1l − m − Al,m−1+ l − m + 1l + m .
A11
The components of the induced electric field E indr ; are
given by
Eind
r r; =
2
c2

l=1

tl
Ehl
1kr
kr m=−l
l
Bl,mKmvYl,m, ,
A12
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Eind
 r; =
− 4v
c3

l=1

tl
M
ll + 1
hl
1kr 
m=−l
l
m2Al,m
+ KmvYl,m,sin 
−
2
c2

l=1

tl
E
ll + 1l + 1hl1krkr − hl+11 kr m=−l
l
Bl,mKmv
	l + 1cos 
sin 
Yl,m, −
l − m + 1
sin 
l,m
l+1,m
Yl+1,m, , A13
Eind
 r; =
4v
c3

l=1

tl
M
ll + 1
hl
1kr 
m=−l
l
mAl,m
+ l + 1cos 
sin 
Yl,m, −
l − m + 1
sin 
l,m
l+1,m
Yl+1,m,Kmv
+
2
c2

l=1

tl
E
ll + 1l + 1hl1krkr − hl+11 kr m=−l
l
m
sin 
Bl,mKmvYl,m, , A14
while for the induced magnetic field H indr ; are
Hind
r r; =
4v
c3

l=1

tl
M hl
1kr
kr m=−l
l
mAl,m
+ KmvYl,m, , A15
Hind
 r; =
2
c2

l=1

tl
E
ll + 1
hl
1kr 
m=−l
l
m
sin 
Bl,mKmvYl,m,
−
4v
c3

l=1

tl
M
ll + 1l + 1hl1krkr − hl+11 kr m=−l
l
mAl,m
+ Kmv
	l + 1cos 
sin 
Yl,m, −
l − m + 1
sin 
l,m
l+1,m
Yl+1,m, , A16
Hind
 r; =
− 2
c2

l=1

tl
E
ll + 1
hl
1kr 
m=−l
l
Bl,ml + 1cos 
sin 
Yl,m, −
l − m + 1
sin 
l,m
l+1,m
Yl+1,m,Kmv
+
4v
c3

l=1

tl
M
ll + 1l + 1hl1krkr − hl+11 kr m=−l
l
m2
sin 
Al,m
+ KmvYl,m, , A17
where hl
1 is the spherical Hankel function. The dependence of the induced fields on the radius of the particle a is given
through the coefficients tl
M and tl
E
, which involve the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions
tl
M
= − i
jl+1x0jlxi − NIjlx0jl+1xi
NIjl+1xihl1x0 − jlxihl+11 x0
, A18
tl
E
= − i
n + 11 − NI2NI  jlx0jlxi − x0jlx0jl+1xi + xijlxijl+1x0
n + 1NI2 − 1NI  jlxihl1x0 − xijlxihl+11 x0 + x0jl+1xihl1x0
A19
with x0=ka and xi=NIka. Here NI=I /0 is the index of refraction, with I and 0, the dielectric response function of the
spherical particle and vacuum, respectively.
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